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The Right to Vote and the Long Nineteenth.
Century in Florida
by Robert Cassanello

"It is not worthwhile to try to keep history from repeating
itself, for man's character will always make the preventing
of the repetitions impossible." (1907) Mark Twain, Mark
Twain in Eruption
hese special issues are meant to reflect on the quincentennial history of Ponce de Leon's landing on the shores of
the Florida peninsula and as historians we are challenged
to understand and come to terms with the consequence of those
actions. The editors of the F/,orida Historical Quarterly have asked the
contributors to explore Florida's past through the lens of a century
long view. The nineteenth century presents such a unique challenge for these types of historical reflections because so much by
way of technology, communication, transportation, societal relations transformed more rapidly than any previously recorded century. The world was more connected globally in ways that human
civil izations had not experienced so that one could take any variety of topics and examine them across the nineteenth century and
record a rapid transformation. One such topic is participatory citizenship, because there is probably no other century in recent his-
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tory that transformed the relationship between governments to the
governed more than the nineteenth century. If we look at this from
the perspective of the evolution of laws and policies especially for
the movements for more inclusive suffrage across nations, these
political actions are a connective tissue that provide meaning to
political rights and citizenship from the eighteenth century's Age
of Revolutions through the post-colonial world. The evolution of
suffrage qualifications and rights do not take a linear path across
nations. Instead, suffrage expands and contracts due to specific
movements and reactions to those movements which then becomes
a catalyst for the state to either expand or contract political membership in self-government. Jurgen Osterhammel, argued in The
Transformation of the World: A Global History of the Nineteenth Century
that one of the defining features of the century was the fact that
as countries around the world were finding new ways to plea for
and implement more egalitarian societies, legislation and policies
to promote equality across the polity were advocated and sometimes
vigorously championed along with measures to enforce and construct social inequality. 1 And nowhere in the American past do we
witness the contradiction between these forces more than in the
story of suffrage.
The path toward universal suffrage startedjust before the nineteenth century and continues throughout the twentieth century;
some would argue we are still struggling with the right to vote today.
This history of suffrage in the United States is that of the expansion
and contraction of the franchise, much like France where the forces of the French Revolution ushered in a greater degree of suffrage
only for the franchise to be redefined and made more exclusive at
different points throughout the nineteenth century. However, in
Great Britain the evolution of suffrage rights emerged slowly over
time including more and more people without too much reeling
back the right from segments of the population who were granted
it initially. Of course Germany has the distinction of introducing
universal male suffrage and later universal suffrage before most of
the Western world. 2 In the U.S. the path toward universal suffrage
1

2

Jurgen Osterhammel, and Patrick Camiller trans. The Transformation of the
World: A Global History of the Nineteenth Century (Princeton: Princeton University
Press, 2014), 914-915.
On suffrage in Western Europe see: Robert Saunders, Democracy and the Vote in
British Politics, 1848-1867: The Making of the Second Reform Act (Farnham, Surrey,
England: Burlington, VT: Ashgate, 2010.), 27-54; Pierre Rosanvallon, and Samuel Moyn, trans. Democracy Past and Future, (New York: Columbia University
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was expanded and contracted during this same time and exposed
the country's most base fears and prejudices about race and gender.
What makes the U.S. unique as well is the fact that suffrage wasn't
exclusively a national policy, because there were national, state and
local voting regulations that provided state and local communities
with a great deal of control when it came to who could vote and
who could not.
The study of suffrage and its evolution from legal provisions to
social protest movements is the story of social history. The rights
of suffrage are usually never granted to a group of people who
did not first demand it, whether by revolution, peaceful protest or
quiet lobbying in the public sphere. Throughout all the research
on the right to vote, one maxim is true across all disciplines and
it is that political elites do not expand suffrage for altruistic reasons, usually only when confronted with a revolution or the fear
of a revolution. Exceptions to this rule are societies that are more
homogeneous and where inequality is less apparent, which does
not describe the U.S. or Florida during the nineteenth century. 3 If
we assume some of these theories on suffrage we can extrapolate
a few constants, one being that as suffrage expanded in Florida, it
did so in relation to societal stratification and public expressions of
racial and gender inequality. Second that while one might assume
the "great men" of history were the law makers, the newspaper editors and the thinkers who shaped and reformed how the right to
vote evolved as a legal entity throughout the century, it was the acts
of individuals, organizations and ordinary citizens who petitioned
and demanded their rights which gave the legal terms and definition of suffrage its meaning.Just as the French literary theorist and
philosopher Roland Barthes challenged us to image how culturally
produced artifacts like music, art, and photographs are texts for us
to interpret within the context of the world that produced them,
imagine suffrage too as a text that can be read, embedded not only

3

Press, 2006), 98-116; Jonathan Sperber, The Kaiser's Voters: Electors and Elections in Imperial Germany (Cambridge; New York: Cambridge University Press,
1997), 9-45.
On this debate see: Alessandro Lizzeri and Nicola Persico. ''Why Did the Elites
Extend the Suffrage? Democracy and the Scope of Government, with an Application to Britain's 'Age of Reform'," The Quarterly Journal of Economics 119, no.
2 (2004): 707-65; Daron Acemoglu and James A. Robinson, "Why Did the West
Extend the Franchise? Democracy, Inequality, and Growth in Historical Perspective," The QuarterlyJournal of Economics 115, no. 4 (200'o): 1167-99; Stanley
L. Engerman and Kenneth L. Sokoloff, "The Evolution of Suffrage Institutions
in the New World." TheJournalofEconornicHistory65, no. 4 (2005): 891-921.
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with the social inequality of a people at a certain point in time, but
endemic of a discourse on the meaning of citizenship rights in a
world drifting toward greater participatory democracy. 4
Experiments with suffrage and limited democratic rule were
first tested during the British and Second Spanish periods in Florida. Although they were not continuous or long lasting, they did
establish a history and precedent for elections and self-government
in local matters throughout the colonies. 5 The implications and
definitions of subjects and citizens that resulted from these election experiments would have implications not only from the British
to the Second Spanish Period, but also from the Second Spanish to
the U.S. Territorial Era (1821 until 1845). The colony of Spanish
Florida was transferred to the British after the end of the French
and Indian War and finalized with the Treaty of Paris in 1 763. Florida became a colony of British North America along with the original colonies that eventually became the United States and Canada.
In the original colonies that became the United States, suffrage
legislation was based on English law and practices. In Great Britain during this time only male landowners were electors, however
in British North America each of the colonies had some form of
assembly and white males who owned property, or in the case of
South Carolina those who were landless but paid taxes, could cast a
ballot in their local assembly. 6 Each colony established different suffrage qualifications and the size of property holdings that triggered
eligibility to vote was different from one colony to the next. When
Florida originally transferred to the British, there was no system
or practice of representative government inherited originally from
Spanish colonial rule and the British colonial administrations were
slow to constitute assemblies for East and West Florida. J. Leitch
Wright, Jr. speculated that the government in London assumed a
colony without an assembly and a political voice by way of local
elections would be easier to control and less likely to rebel. 7
4

5

6

7

Roland Barthes, Image, Music, Text, trans. Stephen Heath (New York: Hill and
Wang, 1977), 155-164.
During the British Colonial Period (1763 until 1783) and the return of the
Spanish (1784 until 1821 known as the Second Spanish Period), Florida was
divided into two colonies, East Florida with St. Augustine as its capital and West
Florida with Pensacola as its capital. When Florida became a territory of the
United States both former colonies were again merged into a single territory.
By 1 780, Quebec did not have an assembly and by population was mostly a French
Catholic colony. East Florida also did not yet have a representative assembly.
Alexander Keyssar, The Right to Vote the Contested History ofDemocracy in the United
States, rev. ed. (New York: Basic Books, 2009), 4-5; J. Leitch Wright, Jr. Rorida
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In the British Florida colonies, only male landowners could
vote. Because West Florida was sparsely populated all property owners could vote for members of the assembly which only represented
the towns of Pensacola, Mobile and Campbell Town. The West Florida Assembly met between 1 766 and 1 772 and then again briefly
in 1 778. While East Florida enjoyed a modest population boom
under British rule, Governor Patrick Tonyn asked for the colony
to create a representative assembly in 1779. Suffrage was limited to
Protestant white males owning fifty acres of land or more and only
male landowners with over five hundred acres could serve in the
assembly. These voting provisions were protested by the Spanish
Catholics and Minorcans disfranchised under British rule, for even
in Great Britain at the same time Catholics were disfranchised from
participating in government. The East Florida Assembly first met in
March of 1781 and regularly met until the end of 1783. 8
A return to local representative rule came later during the Second Spanish Period. When the Florida colonies were transferred
back to Spain after the end of the Anlerican Revolution, the rather
limited system of democratic rule under the British ceased and East
and West Florida was ruled through the Colonial government via
military administration. This changed in 1812 as Napoleon invaded the Iberian Peninsula and Spanish officials gathered in Cadiz,
Spain, to create a constitutional monarchy. The 1812 Cadiz Constitution applied to the Spanish colonies including the Florida colonies. The Cadiz Constitution's suffrage qualifications were much
different than the same policies under British rule. The Constitution provided for all male citizens to vote without the burden of
property qualification or being qualified as a taxpayer. Non-Spanish citizens could not vote and this created quite the protest with
non-Citizens demanding "Citizens' Rights" in East Florida. Governor Sebastian Kindelan tried to ally their concerns without enfranchising them. The Spanish experience in local elective government
included Pensacola in West Florida, and similar to the British, only
sizable towns hosted elections as the Cadiz Constitution required

8

in the American Revolution, (Gainesville: University Presses of Florida, 1975),
18-19. On Parliament and electors see Jeffrey Denys Goldsworthy, The Sovereignty of Parliament History and Philosophy (Oxford: Oxford University Press,
2001), 173-175.
'
J. Barton Starr, Tories, Dons, and Rebels: The American Revolution in British West
Florida (Gainesville: University Presses of Florida, 1976), 10-12; Clinton Newton Howard, The British Development of West Florida, 1763-1769, (University of
California Publications in History, Vol. 34. Millwood, N .Y: Kraus Reprint,
1974), 43-44; Wright, 95-96.
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a minimum of one thousand residents to trigger the organization
of an election, a local council and self-rule. By 1814, the Spanish
King, Ferdinand VII, returned as the head of state and abolished
the constitution. In 1820 as Florida was transitioning to a U.S. Territory, King Ferdinand VII reinstated the 1812 Constitution due
to the emerging independence movements in Latin America, and
briefly before the transfer, elections for al cal de and town council
were held again in St. Augustine and Pensacola. 9
After the Florida territory passed to the hands of the U.S. government, a definition, system and structure for voting had to be
adopted by the settlers, residents, and citizens living in the region
under U.S. territorial rule. Unlike under British rule, there were
no property qualifications to cast a ballot in 1822 when the territorial government established legislation and policies for voting.
Suffrage was limited to white males who were over the age of twenty-one and who lived in the territory since its cession on July 17th ,
1821. Like Spanish rule under the Cadiz Constitution the rejection of property qualifications for voting was spreading throughout
most of the U.S. between 1800 through the 1840s. Urbanization
was probably the single greatest impact for state and local communities dropping all financial qualifications for white male suffrage,
since city residents were unlikely to own property or maintain a
sustained taxable wealth, yet they still demanded the right to cast a
ballot. This was true in the U.S. as well as in Europe as evidenced by
the Peterloo Massacre where a group of protesters in Manchester
demanded Parliamentary Reforms in the United Kingdom because
the growing city of Manchester was represented by only two members of Parliament countywide and voting was restricted to only
owners of freehold land of forty shillings or more. This event set off
a century long struggle for universal white male suffrage in Britain.
These protests were not uncommon in the U.S. as white male nonlandholders in Richmond, Virginia, in 1829 drew up the "Memorial of the Non-Freeholders of the City of Richmond" to present to ·
the Virginia Constitutional Convention meeting during that time.
Even as late as the 1840s, white male urban mechanics and artisans
in Providence demanded the right to vote in Rhode Island in what
9

Alejandro Quiroga Fernandez de Soto, "Military Liberalism on the East Florida
'Frontier': Implementation of the 1812 Constitution," Florida Historical Quarterly 79, no. 4 (Spring 2001): 441-468; M. C. Mirow, "The Constitution of Cadiz
in Florida," FloridaJournal ofInternational Law 24, no. 2 (August 2012): 271-330;
Duvon C. Corbitt, "The Last Spanish Census of Pensacola, 1820," Florida Historical Quarterly 24, no. 1 (July 1945): 30-38.
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became known as the Dorr Rebellion. This opened up the franchise throughout the state and increased the number of elected
officials to respond to the demands for more representation for
the urban port cities of the state. What urbanization brought on
was an expectation that white males, socially distinct from free
blacks, white women, and slaves, enjoyed the rights of citizenship
not guaranteed to the foreign-born non-citizen. As Alexander Keyssar concluded, the vote for the expansion of suffrage in the US
shifted from "natural rights" to "social rights." 10 Thus with this shift,
social stratification that came with an urbanizing and industrializing America would be at times written into suffrage qualifications
and later in the nineteenth century, when not explicitly spelled
out in legislation, would be put into practice by local officials.
Social inequality would be enforced by officials and private citizens
through the "defense" of the franchise and the belief in protecting
the "purity" of it.
Except for St. Augustine and Pensacola there were no urbanport centers to speak of in the Florida territory. Under Spanish
rule, only subjects in or near towns numbering one thousand or
more were qualified to vote, a requirement that disfranchised
many potential Spanish voters living in the rural parts of the
colony; in Territorial Florida, all eligible residents enjoyed the
franchise-urban and rural alike. Rural residents were swept up in
universal white male suffrage along with urban dwellers as a result
of the expectation of military service, specifically volunteer army
or militia service. The War of 1812 made it difficult to recruit volunteers to serve while these same potential volunteers also did not
enjoy the right to cast a ballot at home. After 1812, as a patriotic
fervor swept the country, it was difficult to deny the right to vote
for those white men who served in the military or protected the
home front. In Florida it was doubly difficult to expect white men
to serve the military under the territorial government in its aggressions and wars with the Seminole, Miccosukee and other native
peoples living throughout the Florida territory (and later under
statehood), yet disfranchise these same white men many of whom
were settling the rural parts of the territory. 11 Although white men
twenty-one and older in rural communities, towns, and city centers
I

10

11

Acts of the Legi,slative Council of the Territory of Florida, (1822) (Pensacola: Floridian Press, 1823), 10-11; Keyssar, 29-32, 57-60; Robert Poole, "The March to
Peterloo: Politics and Festivity in Late Georgian England." Past & Present 192,
no. I (August: 2006): 109-153.
Keyssar, 29-32.
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would enjoy suffrage, the right to vote was not unconditional as
there were offences that could disqualify an eligible voter.
Some restrictions on voting eligibility were based on conviction for certain felonies such as stealing a horse, mule or donkey in
addition to stealing or killing cattle. However, people convicted of
or assisting in the forging of legal documents such as charters, gifts,
grants, or wills would not void their right to suffrage although they
would be ineligible to hold elected office. Forging paper money
or currency, passing forged money to a third party or defrauding
a person or company of goods and services would see the perpetrator both forfeit the right to vote and hold elected office. To
verify this system of eligibility required officials to examine each
and every voter at local polling places. Elections themselves were
organized through local judges appointed by the governor and
clerks appointed by the localjudges. Voters were required to make
their selection viva voce rather than paper ballot and clerks were in
charge of not only checking the qualifications of voters but recording and duplicating all election records so that one election book
could go to the capital and a second could be examined locally by
citizens and if necessary, after ten days with no dispute, would be
sent on to the governor's office. In cases where voters were suspected of voting more than once or in more than one location or of not
being qualified to vote, ajudge would be the ultimate arbitrator of
whether an individual elector was eligible or not. Voting more than
once in an election was punishable with a fifty dollar fine, but not
the stripping of the right to vote in future elections. 12
One of the most contentious issues facing election officers
during the first decade of the territorial period centered on the
people who stayed in Florida after the transfer from Spanish to
U.S. rule, especially those who were former Spanish officials who
were recently elected before the transfer. Under orders from President James Monroe, Military Governor Andrew Jackson declared
that the elected Spanish officials would remain in power and all
laws passed by the Spanish Colonial government remained in place
until a territorial government could be organized. This created
quite a controversy in the summer and fall of 1821. This action set
off a wellspring of criticism across the country. Newspaper editors
in Washington D. C., and Virginia decried the notion that Spanish
laws would continue to govern lands now in the hands of the U.S.
12

Acts of the Legislative Council, (1822), 9-11, 165. The filty-dollar fine was reduced
to twenty by the Legislative Council in 1826.
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The editor of the National Intelligencer claimed that the President
had the responsibility to the "inhabitants of said territories in the
free enjoyment of their liberty, property and religion," concluding that if Spanish officials were found incompetent they would be
removed. The editor of the Virginia Patriot went so far as to charge
the Spanish with ruining the hundreds of American settlers that
moved to East and West Florida in the decades before the transfer.
He claimed that they lived in "penury" because while under Spanish rule, these U.S. citizens could not enjoy the civilizing nature of
"their long lost rights, independence and happiness," and with the
return of U.S. rule they would of course now see prosperity. 1 3 The
Spanish in Florida were met with suspicion by Americans officials
and were seen as ill-equipped and unsuited for self-government as
practiced in the United States.
In a letter to Governor Jackson, the acting governor of East
Florida, W. G. D. Worthington confessed that he was having
trouble convincing sitting officials and prominent white men in
St. Augustine to serve in the transition government because they
did not· want to take an oath to the United States and wished to
remain subjects of the King of Spain. The issues between former
Spanish subjects and American citizens would periodically come
to a boil throughout the 1820s. Some of the conflict between U.S.
residents and those who remained from the Spanish period related to grievances over outstanding land claims resulting from the
transfer. During the 1823 election for territorial delegate a group
of residents in St. Augustine, who lived under Spanish rule previously, protested directly to Presidentjames Monroe concerning
the candidate Alexander Hamilton who was recently appointed
Land Commissioner. In their petition they claimed that Hamilton threatened that if Spanish speaking residents voted as a bloc
against him he could tie up their land claims or dismiss them altogether. In response to these accusations, Hamilton and his supporters claimed among other things, that the misunderstanding was
related to an unreliable translator as he was actually trying to communicate that electing a Land Commissioner as Delegate could
result in better lobbying for land claims directly with the U.S. Congress. The translator in question was Jose Hernandez who was not
only one of the petitioners but also running agai~st Hamilton in
the delegate election. Hamilton accused Hernandez of using the
petition as an electioneering campaign and stated that the Spanish
13

Pensacola Gazette, September 1, 1821.
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speaking population was punishing him for removing a number of
"ignorant" Mincorans from squatting on publicly owned lands. It
should not be lost that Hernandez himself was a Minorcan descendant. On Election Day, voters in the city provided Hernandez with
two hundred and twelve votes to Hamilton's forty-two. 14
Citizens of the U.S. throughout northeast Florida protested
the Spanish and questioned their ability and authority to hold
office and cast votes. A Pensacola lawyer named Robert Mitchell,
writing under the nom de plume 'Junius," before the elections of
1824, referred to the Spanish in Pensacola as "swindlers or fraudulent," over ongoing land disputes associated with the War of 1812.
By 1825 there was a growing dissent voiced in Duval County over
the districting of their county with neighboring St. Johns County
where the larger population of St. Augustine determined the representative to the territory's Legislative Council. In a letter to the
Florida Herald, one resident claimed that the people of St. Augustine expressed the opinion that "the people of Duval would never
vote for a Spaniard'' and this was the reason that Duval voters overwhelmingly supported Richard Keith Call over Hernandez for Territorial Delegate. He further suggested that the Spanish formed a
voting bloc made up of the "old inhabitants of the country" and
claimed support for Call was a natural political expression of the
majority of Duval County. 15 Suspicion and prejudice against the
Spanish and Minorcans in St. Augustine were legacies of Anti-Catholic sentiment passed down from England and there was a strong
strain present in British North America in the Seventeenth and
Eighteenth Centuries. During this same time Catholics in Great
Britain were succeeding in gaining greater participatory rights as
Catholics were emancipated and were permitted to hold office in
the 1820s. 16

14

15
16

"Acting Gov. Worthington to Jackson, August 28, 1821," in The Territorial Papers
of the United States, Vol 22: The Territory of Florida, 1821-1824, 824, ed. Clarence
Edwin Carter (Washington, D. C.: Government Printing Office, 1956), 193;
"Petition to the President by the Inhabitants of St. Augustine, 12 June 1823"
In Territorial Papers Vol 22, 703-710; St. Augustine, Florida Herald and Southern
Democrat, June 7, 1823.
Pensacola Gazette,July 31, 1824; St. Augustine, Florida Herald and Southern Democrat, March 8, 1825.
Scott Bennett, "Catholic Emancipation, the "Quarterly Review," and Britain's
Constitutional Revolution." Victorian Studies, 12, no. 3 (March 1969): 283-304;
G. I. T. Machin, "The Catholic Emancipation Crisis of 1825," The English Historical Review, 78, no. 308 Quly 1963): 458-482.
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What these political squabbles eventually amounted to was a
debate concerning the meaning of who was eligible to vote and
who was not. All residents who met the qualifications for suffrage
voted even those who lived under Spanish rule and did not claim
U.S. citizenship. Jose Hernandez was elected to serve as a Territorial Delegate and later became chair of the Territorial Legislative
Council and another Minorcan descendant Bernardo Segui was
elected to serve as the Mayor of St. Augustine during the early territorial years. 17 When the Legislative Council met in 1826 to create
new electoral districts for the growing territory, the Spanish speaking residents petitioned the U.S. Congress in a Memorial claiming
that the Legislative Council had designs to disenfranchise them.
In the new redistricting legislation, voting was limited to "all white
male citizens of the United States above the age of twenty-one."
The memorialists claimed that this excluded the "ancient inhabitants," meaning the Spanish who refused to become naturalized
citizens of the United States. They pointed to the fact that previous
territorial policies concerning eligibility to vote included American
citizens and residents alike who met the qualifications. The petitioners demanded that the U.S. Congress clarify the qualifications
for voting in the Florida Territory, which they did in 1829. 18 Spanish residency in Florida was not the only source of controversy in
regards to the qualifications to voting and holding office as David
LevyYulee, after he served in the territory's Legislative Council, was
targeted by detractors as both a ':Jew" and "Alien" when he decided
to run for Territorial Delegate in the 1840s. The editor of the St.
Augustine News went so far as declare that, "The protestants [sic]
have proved that neither Moses E. Levy nor David Levy are at this
time American citizens." Democratic Party officials and Democratic newspaper editors defended Yulee from these charges and the
party published a letter in the Floridian and Advocate in which they
claimed opponents erroneously charged that Yulee was "AJew-A
Little Jew-A Poor Little Jew-A Spaniard-A German Tailor-An
Alien-a colored man-and a black man." The St. Augustine News
went so far as to speculate that ifYulee was elected it would set the
17
18

Pensacola Gazette, September 17, 1825; St. Augustine, Florida lferald and Southern
Democrat, December 18, 1824.
"Memorial to Congress, 31 January 1827," "Petition to Congress, 19 February
1827," in Territorial Papers Vol 23, 748-9, 763-764; Florida, Act of the Legislative
Council of the Territory ofF/,orida, 1826-7, (Tallahassee, FL: A. S. Teruston, 1827),
89-90; "Statute II, Chapter XIII," U . S. Statues, 1826-1829, (Boston, MA: Charles
C. Little and James Brown, 1846), 332-333.
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stage for a constitutional crisis as the editor believed that the U.S.
Congress would never seat an "alien, foreigner and non-citizen" as
a delegate. 19 During this same time Jewish residents did not have
citizenship rights and paid higher taxes than non:Jewish citizens in
much of Europe during the nineteenth century. The issue ofjewish
Emancipation was something that many Europeanjews demanded
publicly and voiced their desire to not only vote but hold office. 20
African Americans were disfranchised at the birth of suffrage
in Territorial Florida, however this did not stop free blacks from
demanding the rights of citizens. One such person, Robert Brown,
who referred to himself as a "hybrid" of "black and white" wrote a
letter to the Florida Herald and Southern Democrat in 1824 demanding the rights of a citizen. In it he claimed that he served the military effort, owned property and paid taxes. He charged that his
white brother paid less in taxes than he, as did all white residents
of St. Augustine. Since he was a freeman, a resident, paid taxes and
owned land he argued he should have the privilege of "attending on
elections and legislation." White men in Florida in the legislature
and the editors of newspapers never considered the idea of allowing free blacks the right to vote during the antebellum era. These
issues were debated only during a discussion on political activism
over universal male suffrage in the North with the understanding
that the ultimate aim of the abolitionist movement was not only
national manumission but the inclusion of black men in the definition of universal male suffrage. Thomas Wilson Dorr, the person at
the center of Rhode Island's Dorr Rebellion, was accused of setting
the northern Democratic Party on the path toward universal male
suffrage that included black men, even though this was a minority
view with the supporters of the Dorr Rebellion. Whig opponents of
President Martin Van Buren in Florida pointed to the fact that he
was in the New York Constitutional Convention in 1821 and spoke
in support of property qualifications for suffrage which was unpopular enough to malign him to many voters in the territory. But,
since the New York state body debated the principle of the right
of black residents who owned property to vote, the fact that he was
19

20

St Augustine Florida Herald and Southern Democrat April 9, December 10, 1841;
Tallahassee Floridian and Advocate May l,July 10, 1841; St Augustine The News,
April 30, 1842.
Salo W. Baron, "The Impact of the Revolution of 1848 on Jewish Emancipation," Jewish Social Studies II, no. 3 (1949): 195-248; U. R. Q. Henriques, "The
Jewish Emancipation Controversy in Nineteenth-Century Britain," Past & Present, no. 40 Quly 1968): 126-146.
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merely a witness to these debates saw the editors of the St. Augustine
News tar him as a supporter of ''giving to NEGROES the right of
voting." 21 In 1854 when the Connecticut House of Representatives
voted on the merits of African American suffrage, the editors of the
Floridian and Journal were not only disgusted by the thought and
labeled it a plot of the abolitionists, but also attacked the body's
suggestion to install a proof of literacy to vote as a pretext for stripping poor white men their suffrage and giving it instead to black
men. The following year the editors got into a heated debate with
former governor Richard Keith Call who supported the American
or Know-Nothing Party's anti-immigrant plank to limit the right
to vote to the native born. In the pages of the Floridian and Journal
the editors made the case that Call and Northern Freesoilers were
on a "crusade to sink white men below the level of the free negro!" 22
Although Democrats and Whigs in Florida disagreed on a variety of
issues, there was a political consensus that abolitionism was a proxy
to debate the right of black men to vote.
In the way that Robert Brown questioned the role of free blacks
as citizens in the Florida territory, we have to imagine that white
women did the same thing. Edward L. Ayers pointed to evidence
that white women in the post-bellum South interjected themselves
into the public sphere in both subtle and overt ways. 23 Although
white women in Florida did not approach the subject of universal
suffrage as including women, they could enjoy some freedom to
express a public political voice. There was no greater example of
this than in the area of white women's involvement in antebellum
temperance organizations. Women could and at times did speak,
write about and attend rallies to support the temperance movement and the numerous organizations allied with the cause. 24 One
could suggest that the number of laws passed by the Legislative
Council to protect the property and businesses of white women,
21

22
23
24
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specifically wives and widows, but not unmarried women, is evidence that married and widowed white women could lobby legislators about their concerns. These laws were designed to protect
the accumulation of properties, businesses and any inheritance
women owned separately from their husbands, or the state after
a husband's death, by means of probate courts and judgements.
In 1842 this issue received coverage in the Tallahassee newspaper
The Star when the editors made a plea to the city council that raising taxes on property placed an undue burden on local boarding
houses, which were almost exclusively owned and run by widows.
Even though evidence of local discussions on woman suffrage did
not make it into the newspapers, the press found room to comment and malign the thought of women organizing for the right to
vote in the 1850s. White women in the North who were tied to the
abolitionist movement were also castigated as champions of black
male suffrage. In a satirical column in the Horida Republican, a columnist named "Common Sense" reported that scientists had discovered a third "neuter" sex that is completely distinct from men
and women. He further informed readers that their "distinguishing attributes, appear to be those which call for 'women's rights
conventions,' and appeals to Congress to extend the right of suffrage to the softer sex." 25 For Florida voters in the 1840s and 1850s
the thought of black men and women as well as white women voting would have been beyond the pale and only meant to enrage
newspaper editors or to serve as a means to denigrate the intellect
and humanity of African Americans and white women. The right
of suffrage during the territorial and antebellum years was cast in
racial and gendered language so that Floridians understood it was
the exclusive providence of white men.
Qualifications for voting did not fluctuate too much between
the territorial years and statehood. At the St. Joseph's Convention
in 1838 to draft a potential state constitution, representatives again
had to determine the qualifications for suffrage. The Convention
decided to change the residency requirement for eligibility from
two months to two years and included many of the felonies that
stripped a citizen of the right to vote that the territorial legislation
contained. Samuel C. Bellamy, of Jackson County, wanted suffrage
stripped from those people who did not believe in God or heaven
25
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and David LevyYulee wanted anyone involved in a duel to be disenfranchised. The convention defeated both amendments. The one
legacy issue that passed from the territorial perio.d to statehood was
the issue of the residency requirement for potential voters who were
in the U.S. military or officials stationed in Florida by the federal
government but not residents of the state. The c~ntroversy .of soldiers voting dated back to the transfer of the territory, specifically
to Colonel Duncan L. Clinch who, while stationed in Pensacola in
1822, wrote to PresidentJames Monroe about the eligibility of the
U.S. military to cast ballots in the newly acquired territory. He was
under the impression that since these white men were not tied to
the land and could be sent across the country in a week's notice,
they did not meet the qualification for suffrage as they were not
true residents of the territory. The issue periodically came to a head
during the territorial years. In a letter to President Andrew Jackson
in 1829, Theodore Owens alerted the president that U.S. naval officers were, in his estimation, forcing sailors stationed in Key West to
go on shore and vote for Joseph M. White for Territorial Delegate,
which violated the suffrage restrictions of the territory. Apparently
this was not an uncommon event because by 1833 Delegate White
and former Governor Richard Keith Call demanded that the territorial government exclude U.S. soldiers and sailors not residents of
the territory from voting. In 1845, the inaugural legislature of the
State of Florida required enrollment in the state militia, unless one
was infirmed and unable to serve, as a condition for suffrage. Enrollment in the U.S. military disqualified one from voting unless the soldier, sailor or marine was a resident of Florida before enlistment. 26
The issue of military voting was amended with the coming of
the Civil War. By 1860 the state legislature had introduced suffrage
qualifications to include people who joined the Florida Militia and
swore allegiance to the Governor of Florida; this then superseded
the residency requirement as the state was concerned with making
sure there were able bodied white men to fill the ranks of the state
military force. States throughout the country shifted to enfranchising the military while serving away from home which saw a reduction in the residency qualifications to suffrage across the nation.
In 1862 the legislature further qualified that soldiers could vote
26
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but only for candidates in the county of their residency and that
voting needed to be organized by the highest ranking officer who
was also a Florida citizen. In the field this created quite a problem
as the following year the state legislature provided any qualified
Florida citizen the right to organize an election while serving in the
Confederate Army in the event the highest ranking officer refused.
Moratoriums on elections were not unusual in Civil War Era Florida as the state legislature also provided that any ten citizens of
Pensacola could organize and oversee local elections while the city
was under siege by the U.S. Navy. 27
Another issue that did not resolve itself until after the Civil War
was the discrepancy between voting on the state and local level as
counties, towns and cities were able to define suffrage qualifications differently for municipal elections. In most municipal elections voters had to pay their local taxes, be a white man over the
age of twenty-one, and be a U.S. citizen. Suffrage qualifications on
the local level were never uniform and varied from community
to community. In 1846 Apalachicola and Key West both required
voters to have paid taxes and be residents in the municipality for
twelve month preceding the election whereas the state required a
two-year residency for eligible voters. During that same year voters
in Calhoun County were eligible to vote with a six-month residency
but could only hold county office after a twelve-month residency.
In order to vote on the issue of allowing a community to become a
township, an eligible voter had to have a six-month residency and
own freehold property. The towns of Marianna, Palatka and Lake
City were incorporated in the 1850s with voting qualifications limited to white men over the age of twenty-one. These towns only
required a three-month residency and no tax requirement to cast a
ballot. The town of Atseena Otie, today Cedar Key in Levy County,
required a six-month residency, proof of poll tax and specifically
disqualified any soldiers, sailors or seamen whose residences were
not on shore. The city of Fernandina required voters to be residents of Florida for twelve months and the city for only six months
in order to vote in local elections. Fernandina also required the

27
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including former U.S. Colored Troops stationed there, organized
and openly protested for the right to vote. Many of them traveled
across the state to gain signatures for a petition for the right to
vote which they planned to deliver in person to the Constitutional
Convention. Their protest was noticed by newspapers, but ignored
31
by lawmakers during the Constitutional Convention of 1865. Th.e
time for Florida lawmakers to reject black male suffrage would be
short since by the spring of 1867, Republicans in the U.S. Congress
had defeated Presidentjohnson's power to dictate Reconstruction
policies and had reorganized the former Confederate states into
military districts. The state and local governments formed under
Presidential Reconstruction were abolished and African Americans were organized and integrated into a political sphere. Af ican
Americans helped form political organizations such as th Union
Republican Club. And by the fall of 1867 these efforts resulted in
the registration of black men to vote en masse in Florida for the
first time. 32
In 1868 a new government and a new governor, Harrison B~e d,
were elected and black male suffrage became a central issue to the
new more liberal state government and with its officials. The 1868
Florida Constitution was more radical than any previous constitution of the nineteenth century. It provided for universal male suffrage for those over the age of twenty-one and not only included
citizens, but anyone with the intention of becoming a citizen. The
residency remained a year in the state and six months in the county holding the election. Voters had to swear a loyalty oath to the
U.S. Constitution, federal government, state government and state
constitution. These common features of Southern Reconstruction
governments, often referred to as ironclad oaths, encouraged former Confederates and their sympathizers to denounce their past
actions. One interesting item included in the constitution was
the provision that the legislature had the right to institute literacy
qualifications for voters after 1880. The 1879 Legislature decided
to reject literacy qualifications for voting and nullified that feature
of the constitution. The [868 legislature also passed legislation
that protected voters from harassment, disruption and blockades
31
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at polling locations as well as providing the legislature with the
power to suspend or void a voter's right to vote for a wider variety
of criminal offensives than in previous constitutions. Additionally,
the 1868 legislature passed a law that recognized the Seminoles as
a political interest in the state and provided them with the ability
to hold elections based on state requirements and elect representatives to the House and the Senate. There was a push in many states
to "civilize" Indian populations and part of this impetus focused on
payment of taxes and participation in self-government. There is no
evidence that these elections took place or such a person served
in the House or Senate during this time. In his first address to the
legislature, Governor Harrison Reed made universal male suffrage
the centerpiece of his speech. He argued that as black men served
in the U.S. military during the Civil War and paid taxes they too
deserved the right to vote. Since many of them owned land there
was no justification for denying them the right to vote. Soon after
the legislature followed suit with a report supporting the right of
black male suffrage as defined in the Fifteenth Amendment. Two
legislators filed a minority report objecting to the amendment not
because either were against universal male suffrage but because
they felt suffrage qualifications were a right reserved .to the states
not the federal government. 33 The Reconstruction Era was important for the evolution of suffrage. It established universal male
suffrage as a legal reality and it helped to standardize election qualifications across national, state and municipal elections.
Although the right of universal male suffrage as a legal artifact
would never be challenged directly, conservative white lawmakers
and private citizens alike would instead construct hurdles to voting in order to intimidate and challenge each black vote cast. The
Fifteenth Amendment created a great many problems across the
county because it imposed a federal guideline to suffrage and there
were many states in the North and West that disfranchised Chinese
and .African Americans. They were concerned tha! this amendment would usurp local control over suffrage qualifications. The
33
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legislation was written in a way that qualifications could be added
to suffrage on the state and local level such as poll taxes and literacy test to placate lawmakers in the north and west. 34 In the first
decade following the passage of the Fifteenth Amendment, intimidation was the most common form of reducing the impact of h e
black vote. This was something not only addressed by federal legislation in 1870, but enshrined in state law as well. State protections
however did not have the teeth that the federal legislation had.
The federal government investigated numerous cases of violence,
voter intimidation and fraud targeted at African Americans and
white Republicans throughout the state. Many African Americans
were determined to fight this, at least as long as the federal government was supporting them through arrests, trials and Congressional investigations. Some of the worst violent conflict occurred in
Jackson County, Florida, where historians like Daniel R. Weinfeld
and others pointed to atrocities committed by reactionary forces
to drive out black and Republican voters. Weinfeld concluded that
estimates range from seventy-five to over a hundred people killed
between 1869 and 1873 in Jackson County and a larger number
left the county altogether. It should be noted that, in the face of
this violence and intimidation, many African Americans traveled
to Jacksonville late in 1871 to record and testify as eye witnesses
before a U.S. Congressional investigation. 35
Although unsuccessful in squashing the African American
desire for black political mobilization, by the end of the 1870s,
Florida's reactionary politics had successfully installed a conservative Democratic regime known as the Bourbons. The Bourbons,
along with a group of young reform Democrats that Edward C. '\JWilliamson referred to as "Independents," sought to adjust suffrage
legislation in the 1880s and 1890s. Bourbons and reform forces
first broached this effort with the drafting of a new Constitution in
34
35
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1885. The Constitutional Convention introduced the right of the
state to institute a poll tax and black lawmakers who participated in
the convention erroneously believed it would not be enforced as it
would also disfranchise poor white voters, an outcome unpopular
to the constituencies of the Florida Democratic Party. One black
delegate, Thomas V. Gibbs chalked up a victory in thatjustice-ofthe-peace courts would become elected positions and no longer
by appointment. Gibbs believed that appointedjudges were capricious and frequently ruled against black voters freely practicing
the franchise. Gibbs hoped that elected judges would make them
responsible to a local constituency that included black male voters.
The suffrage restrictions in the 1885 Constitution did not differ
significantly from the 1868 Constitution; the loyalty oath remained
but was shortened to include a defense of the U.S. and Florida constitutions and a statement that the voter was a resident of the state.
U.S. citizens could vote and non-citizens who could produce an
affidavit proving their intent to become a citizen could also cast a
ballot. In the final section of the suffrage and qualifications article
the lawmakers included the following statement, "The Legislature
shall enact such laws as will preserve the purity of the ballot given
under this Constitution." This clause would be a mandate for future
state legislatures to fiddle with election laws and reforms with the
expressed purpose of limiting the impact of the black vote. 36
The state legislature and local communities spent the rest of
the 1880s and until the middle of the twentieth century on Byzantine regulations and efforts to minimize and dilute the power of the
black vote. In the 1890s reactionary white politicians introduced the
poll tax and Australian Multiple Ballot system which not only created a financial burden to voting but also added a more complex
system to register one's vote. As the title indicates the Australian System was used first in Australia and later in Great Britain to replace
voting by viva voce. This system was adopted in many states where
election officials required the use of paper ballots. Tennessee and
Florida moved to this system because the directions were complex
and the ballots could not be printed and distributed beforehand; a
voter had to be knowledgeable about the party and the office sought
for every candidate. Lawmakers explicitly cha:rnpioned this reform
36
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as a way to combat black male suffrage. Other communities such as
Jacksonville and Palatka decided to petition the state government
to appoint local officials to avoid the possibility that majority black
voters could elect majority black municipal governments. This was
viewed as a temporary measure as once white local control prevailed,
these communities gerrymandered the political wards and majority
black districts were redrawn to eliminate the ability of black voters en
masse to elect officials. Famously when Jacksonville returned to local
elections in 1892, the black voting majority could only elect two city
councilmen; by 1907 continued redistricting completely eliminated
the election of any black city councilman. 37
State political parties began to hold primary elections in 1892,
this "reform" was probably the greatest political action to curb the
black vote. By 1897 the state legislature began to regulate how state
parties conducted primary elections. The legislature required that
the state parties adhere to legal qualifications for voting and holding elections. In addition, the state parties had to verify that voters
paid the poll tax and the legislature gave the parties the authority to
determine who was a member of the party and who was not. Thus
the Democratic Party of Florida refused to register black voters as
members and launched what eventually became known as the "All
White Primary." The multiple laws that reduced the number of black
voters decimated the Republican Party and with rare excep tions, the
candidate that emerged from the Democratic Party Primary became
the de facto winner of state and local races before votes in the general
election were cast. It should be noted throughout these changes that
black votes were only limited and not eliminated. The state never
returned to the spirit of the Pre-Reconstruction Era constitutions
that provided for white male suffrage. Black men who met the qualifications for suffrage were allowed to vote by way of the Constitution
and the state instead equipped reactionary whites to maintain white
supremacy in the regulation of the ballot. 38
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By the end of the nineteen th century the idea of universal suffrage, including suffrage for black and white women, was no longer
fodder for crude satire in Florida's newspapers. European women
began to petition and protest publicly for the right to vote in the
nineteenth century which was not lost on women in the U.S. who
demanded the same thing. 39 Many women in Florida had always
shown an interest in politics and with the rise of middle class women's clubs and activism, they stepped into the political sphere long
before they demanded the right to vote. Their activism initially
extended to public lobbying for reforms to education, child labor,
and temperance, and many women, black and white, attended
polling places and speeches to register their political voice. A white
woman named Ella C. Chamberlin is regarded as the first woman
to launch the woman suffrage movement in Florida. In 1893 she
created the Florida Woman Suffrage Association, wrote about the
issue in the local press in Tampa and grew the organization to over
one hundred members who attended national conferences on
woman suffrage. Chamberlin and other white women decried the
fact that male "immigrants and negroes" could vote and not white
women. They argued to lawmakers that legislators could increase
the white vote by enfranchising women as black women would be
as disadvantaged as black men and would result in a net gain for
white voters across the state. In Jacksonville where one organizer
Katherine L. Eagan claimed that the Jacksonville's Woman's Club
would engage in political conversations with other white women.
One of their inspirational statements from an 1898 program was a
quote from Anna Elizabeth Dickinson, a former abolitionist and
woman's suffrage organizer, it read "Exceptional Women Ought to
Have Exceptional Rights." These efforts cumulated in 1912 with the
formation of the Equal Franchise League in Jacksonville that later
joined with a similar Orlando organization to become the Florida
Equal Suffrage Association in 1916. 40 Black women too mobilized
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and organized for woman suffrage, however they ?i~ not join integrated organizations. In addition, black wom~n JOined c~u~s and
reform organizations associated with the National Association of
Colored Women's Clubs (NACWC) and often joined local chapters of the National Association for the Advancement of Colored
People (NAACP). It was not unusual for black women to have leadership roles and assist black men in voting. While black and white
women crossed woman's club lines, there is no evidence that they
did this in ajoint effort to support universal suffrage. 41
Similar to African American men during Reconstruction,
white and black women petitioned and lobbied the state legislature
for the right to vote. The Florida Equal Suffrage Association and
its predecessors believed, like "''hite conservative Florida legislators throughout the nineteenth century, that suffrage policies were
rights that were reserved for the state not federal government, and
their strategy aimed to secure voting rights through Tallahassee
not by way of a U.S. Constitutional }\Jnendment. Throughout the
1910s, white women from the Florida Equal Suffrage League traveled to Tallahassee to campaign before state lawmakers in an effort
to change suffrage qualifications. They did not limit themselves to
Tallahassee. Women in Jacksonville threw themselves into local
elections supporting candidates that favored woman suffrage and
the town of Fellsmere became famous for enfranchising women
in municipal elections making Zena M. Dreier the first woman
to vote in Florida in 1915. By 1917 the towns of Florence Villa,
Moore Haven, Palm Beach and Pass-a-Grille had enacted woman
suffrage for municipal elections and in 1918 DeLand, Aurantia,
Daytona Beach and Orange City all enfranchised women to vote
in local elections. Following the same trend, in 1919 the towns and
cities of Cocoa, Dunedin, Ft. Lauderdale, Orlando, Ormond, St.
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Petersburg, Tarpon Springs, Vero, and Winter Park appealed to
the legislature to allow women to vote in municipal elections. The
state legislature voted against ratification of the Susan B. Anthony
.Arrlendment that would become the Nineteenth Amendment but
when the Nineteenth Amendment was added to the U.S. Constitution, federal suffrage laws overrode state restrictions and black and
white women were allowed to vote in all elections throughout the
state. 42
The Presidential Election of 1920 would be the first federal
election where universal suffrage was practiced in the state. The
prospect of black women voting put many white lawmakers in a
panic. U.S. Senator Duncan U. Fletcher, fearing universal suffrage but also afraid that black women's votes would overwhelm
those of white voters, stated, "the matter is practically settled and
I hope every white woman will qualify and vote in the coming primary as well as the general election." This concern was broadcast
by newspapers like the Metropolis with headlines like, ""Democracy
in Duval County Endangered By Very Large Registration Negro
Women.'' Much of this resulted in city officials trying to intimidate black women in Jacksonville from registering and voting. It
prompted a local black organizer named Janice Lowder to plead
with the NAACP to investigate the actions of the county sheriff. 43
In Jacksonville the Ku Klux Klan marched through the downtown
to intimidate black voters before the election. The actions of July
Perry and others to register black voters in 1920 led to the Ocoee
Riots outside Orlando. 44 These reprehensible actions on the part
of reactionary whites in Florida were committed in a continuity of
actions to invoke fear and intimidation toward black voters during Reconstruction on through the 1885 Constitution under the
clarion call to "preserve the purity of the ballot given under this
Constitution."
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Historians tend to see the struggle for the right to vote in the
United States, the South and Florida as exceptional, but placing
this history in the context of the long nineteenth century demonstrates that protest, violence and campaigning for universal suffrage was a phenomenon not uncommon around the world. And
ifwe imagine that anti-colonial activists are just one branch of this
struggle for individual participatory democracy then the struggle
for the right to vote was truly a global struggle and the people of
Florida were participants in that struggle. Jurgen Osterhammel
noticed that the nineteenth century was also a century of Emancipation. The century is bookended with many emancipatory struggles, beings with the struggle against slavery and followed by the
struggle for citizenship rights and against systematic legal discrimination. 45 The century did not end with a resolution to the issue of
civil and citizenship.rights, but instead the twentieth and twentiethfirst centuries inherited these struggles. As long as human civilization demands systems of greater equality; we will continue to see
manifestations of social inequality and discriminatory stratification
to provide meaning and context to the shortcomings of human
liberation.
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